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saahas is a feminist and peace-
oriented tech tool that supports
survivors of gender-based violence
by enabling access to educational
resources and support resources
across 196 countries, and fosters
active bystander intervention

about saahas
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what is
bystander
intervention?



any individual
or group of

individuals who
is present

around when
something

happens – but
is not directly
involved in the

event itself.

an individual /
group of

bystanders who
are not

connected
directly with an

incident, but
take steps to
change the

outcome of a
given situation

– by
intervening.

plays a pivotal
role by

intervening at
the right time,

to prevent
either an

assault from
happening or,
to support a

survivor after
an incident has

happened.

who is a bystander? what is bystander
intervention? 

why does it
matter?



why do we
intervene?



ability

interest

fear for the other

expectation

priority

repercussions of not
intervening
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moderate

moderate

moderte to
severe

matters

low

low

low to moderate

low

moderate to
severe

Y O U

the continuum
 the key motivator for intervention is stakeholding and care. the motivation to
intervene is highest for oneself and for those one has a relationship with, and slowly
decreases as one goes outward on the continuum from the personal to the public.



attitudes 

beliefs

interests

motivations

habits

opinions

association,

care

love

emotional / physical

dependence

attachment

cultural dependence

community buy-in

 dependence

coexistence

shared values

fear of reprisals 

 accountability

socio-political values 

 empathy

compassion

humanitarian views

accountability

individual

community

relationship

society

the socio-ecological model
the socio-ecological

model places our
intention to

intervene alongside
the continuum of
stakeholding. We
are more likely to 

 intervene when we
or our loved ones

are threatened, and
are less likely to

intervene outside
our immediate care
circle. The factors

listed here are
individual

attributes that
motivate us to

intervene.



why don't we
intervene?



OTHER
REASONS

1) Caught off guard
2) Frozen!
3) Don't have the means to do so now
4) Fear of reprisals
5) Previous bad experience
6) "Ain't nobody got time fo' dat"

FEAR

IGNORANCE FEELING
UNSAFE

BYSTANDER
EFFECT

DON'T
WANT TO

GET
INVOLVED

TRIGGERED

APATHY

SHIRKING

NO



when do we
intervene?



Healthy,

age-appropriate,

mutually

respectful &

safe

Mutually

flirtatious

& playful

Age-

inappropriate

or non-mutual

Harassment

Sexually

abusive

& violent

A continuum of behaviours
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the ideal point when we intervene is not the flashpoint, when something actually
happens, but when things begin to turn untoward. the key is vigilance, and to
intervene when you are able to visibly see trouble brewing, non-consensual advances,
and what is seemingly making an individual uncomfortable.



the
theory of
planned
behavior

addresses the
intention of a

bystander 
to effectively 

intervene  

has attitudes
and beliefs

that oppose
sexual

violence 

perceives
 that the social

norm is to
intervene 

acquires 
skills, tools,

resources, and
means to
intervene

the theory of planned behavior helps us cultivate an active bystanding mindset. We
begin to acknowledge our role in making our communities safer, and cultivate
behaviors to ensure that they manifest in the form of appropriate action at the right
time.



how do we
intervene?



STRATEGY 1:  DISTRACT

Create some distraction that is enough
for a perpetrator to discontinue the
abusive,  wrong and violent behavior.
Spill ing a drink, asking for directions,
asking the victim to come and help
with a task, tell ing the perpetrator
that their car is getting towed, or even
screaming loudly.

THE 4DS OF
BYSTANDER INTERVENTION 



THE 4DS OF
BYSTANDER INTERVENTION 

STRATEGY 2:  DELEGATE

Reaching out to others to intervene,
rather than intervening yourself 
Reach out to a person in authority,
a security guard or watchman, a
bouncer,  the host of the event you
are part of,  your group of friends,  a
parent or guardian, or even the
police.

STRATEGY 1:  DISTRACT

Create some distraction that is enough
for a perpetrator to discontinue the
abusive,  wrong and violent behavior.
Spill ing a drink, asking for directions,
asking the victim to come and help
with a task, tell ing the perpetrator
that their car is getting towed, or even
screaming loudly.



THE 4DS OF
BYSTANDER INTERVENTION 

STRATEGY 3:  DIRECT

Address the abusive incident directly
by engaging with the victim or
confronting the perpetrator.
Asking if  the victim is okay, or
telling the perpetrator that what
they are doing is wrong. 
Usually a difficult and dangerous
way to intervene as a bystander,  
Take all  safety measures to ensure
that you do not suffer as a
consequence.

STRATEGY 1:  DISTRACT

Create some distraction that is enough
for a perpetrator to discontinue the
abusive,  wrong and violent behavior.
Spill ing a drink, asking for directions,
asking the victim to come and help
with a task, tell ing the perpetrator
that their car is getting towed, or even
screaming loudly.

STRATEGY 2:  DELEGATE

Reaching out to others to intervene,
rather than intervening yourself 
Reach out to a person in authority,
a security guard or watchman, a
bouncer,  the host of the event you
are part of,  your group of friends,  a
parent or guardian, or even the
police.



THE 4DS OF
BYSTANDER INTERVENTION 

STRATEGY 4:  DELAY

Intervention after the abuse has
taken place 
Useful when it  is  not clear that
violence or abuse is taking place,  or
you may arrive late to the scene. 
Involves getting the victim to safety
and providing for the victim’s needs
and ensuring immediate attention.

STRATEGY 1:  DISTRACT

Create some distraction that is enough
for a perpetrator to discontinue the
abusive,  wrong and violent behavior.
Spill ing a drink, asking for directions,
asking the victim to come and help
with a task, tell ing the perpetrator
that their car is getting towed, or even
screaming loudly.

STRATEGY 2:  DELEGATE

Reaching out to others to intervene,
rather than intervening yourself 
Reach out to a person in authority,
a security guard or watchman, a
bouncer,  the host of the event you
are part of,  your group of friends,  a
parent or guardian, or even the
police.

STRATEGY 3:  DIRECT

Address the abusive incident directly
by engaging with the victim or
confronting the perpetrator.
Asking if  the victim is okay, or
telling the perpetrator that what
they are doing is wrong. 
Usually a difficult and dangerous
way to intervene as a bystander,  
Take all  safety measures to ensure
that you do not suffer as a
consequence.



preparing to
be a
bystander



mentally

are you likely to get triggered?
do you freeze?

what fears do you need to work on?
do you feel challenged by it? 

pick methods and approaches that suit you
best



physically

self-defense training
physical fitness
first-aid training
speed and agility

mobility



socially

community
resource pool

communication skills
leadership & team playing

pay forward
self-education



logistics

cell phone with charge 
emergency helpline information

route information 
cash / cards / loose change

first-aid kit 



tools

pocket diary with numbers
speed dial on phone

mobile apps
whistle / noisemaker



saahas: a support tool
a web app, mobile app and facebook messenger chatbot

SURVIVOR 
SUPPORT

BYSTANDER
INTERVENTION

GLOBAL 
REACH

support directories
safety guides support directories

instructional guides

196 countries
verified data


